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Abstract: The combination of an autoregulation model with a fully populated arterial tree able to regulate 
dynamically remains a relatively unexplored field. A non-dimensional representation of autoregulation 
coupled with an asymmetric binary tree algorithm (approx 1,000,000 vessel segments) simulating the 
cerebro-vasculature has been developed. Results are presented for an autoregulation algorithm of the cerebro-
vasculature downstream of the efferent arteries, in this case the middle cerebral artery. In addition the model 
is capable of simulating spatially local variation in the metabolic rate and thus enabling local dilations of the 
vasculature. This is termed functional hyperaemia and is the phenomenon associated with the brain’s ability 
to provide variations in nutrients to specific sites within the brain cortex when the person is processing 
certain tasks. A new metabolic model for autoregulation has been developed and this allows carbon dioxide 
to diffuse between arterioles and the venous bed causing either a relaxation of contraction of the nearby 
arteriolar bed. Results show that under variations in pressure the metabolic mechanism provides sufficient 
variation in the peripheral resistance to accommodate constancy of cerebral blood perfusion. Secondly the 
spatial distribution of vessel radii is altered under functional hyperaemia and results provide a relationship 
between increases/decreases in metabolic rate and the vessel radial distribution of the cerebrovasculature, 
thus indicating that the metabolic process is the essential driving agent for cerebral processing. The authors 
believe this to be the first time a full arterial tree algorithm for the cerebrovasculature has been developed to 
show both the autoregulation and functional hyperaemia mechanisms.  

  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Cerebral tissue requires a constancy of both oxygen and nutrients (notably glucose). During periods of 
pressure variation, which occur throughout the normal day as well as in cases of pathological hypo- and 
hyper-tension, the body's cerebral autoregulation mechanism cause the arterioles to vasoconstrict/dilate in 
response to changes in cerebral perfusion pressure over a certain range, thus maintaining a relatively constant 
cerebral blood flow. These effects are of particular importance when investigating how blood is redistributed 
not only via the circle of Willis but throughout the cerebral tissue. It should be noted that there have been a 
number of cerebral autoregulation models proposed [1] [2], [3], including models incorporated with a circle 
of Willis [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] [10]. However, the combination of an autoregulation model with a fully 
populated arterial tree able to regulate dynamically remains a relatively unexplored field. Particular interest 
has focused on the myogenic mechanism where the systemic blood pressure exerts an influence on vascular 
smooth muscle, an excellent review can be found in [11]. Fundamental studies were carried out by Harder 
[12, 13]and Harder et al [14]. Less research has been done for the metabolic condition where variations in pH 
and CO2 are considered to be the prime movers for dilation/contraction of the small arterioles deep in the 
vascular tree. The most comprehensive study of blood flow control has been that of [15], however even in 
this case several important constants remain unknown making the model somewhat constrained. We have 
shown [16] that the myogenic model mediates vessel contraction only at relatively high pressures (essentially 
proximal to the major cerebral vessels areas) rather than at the arteriolar level. In addition the majority of 
peripheral resistance occurs at the distal end of the vascular bed where the vessel diameters are of the order 
of 100 mμ . In this particular model we therefore neglect the myogenic response to pressure variations and 

concentrate solely on the metabolic simulation. The present model in determining the vascular tree uses 
previous work by [17]. In order to allow all parts of the tree to vary in its arterial radius (and hence 
resistance) the metabolic model is non-dimensionalised enabling a single algorithm to be utilised.  
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2 THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

The models for both myogenic and metabolic autoregulation were constructed with the aim of simplicity in 
formulation as much as possible while still upholding the correct experimentally observed observations. The 
myogenic model is based on the original work of Gonzalez-Ferrandez and Ermentrout [18] here termed the 
GFE model. Complete details of the original GFE model its assumptions and how it was implemented into a 
vascular tree can be found in [18] and [16] resp. 

2.1 Metabolic Model 

Although selective ion channels in the smooth muscle cell of the cerebro-vasculature respond to variations in 
both CO2 and pH our initial model for the metabolic response uses the simple assumption that the set of 
arterioles feeding the capillary bed are in close proximity to the venous return. Excess carbon dioxide in the 
venules is diffused to the arterioles and induces a relaxation/contraction of the arteriolar radius thus allowing 
increased/decreased blood flow to convect away carbon dioxide and hence maintain the correct CO2 
concentration. This model was also used in the 1D models of [19]. Equation (2.1) represents a conservation 
equation where the rate of change of carbon dioxide is balanced by the production (due to metabolism) and 
that convected away by the blood flow. 

 ( )2, 2 2, 2,tissue artery tissue

d
CO CMRO CBF CO CO

dt
= + −  (0.1) 

 

where 
2,tissueCO  is the tissue concentration of carbon dioxide, 

2,arteryCO  is the arterial concentration of carbon 

dioxide (assumed to be 0.49ml/ml) 
2CMRO is the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (assumed to 

be a constant 0.035ml/g/min for all parts of the brain), which due to the stoichiometry of the aerobic 
metabolism in the brain tissue, is equal to the cerebral metabolic rate of carbon dioxide production. CBF is 
the flow rate in the terminal artery and thus entering the capillary bed. We use a reverting differential 
equation for the radius of the arteriole given by 

 ( )2, 2,

1
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here 2,spCO  is the steady state ( ( )2, 0tissue

d
CO

dt
= ) solution to (2.1) using 0CBF  and τ  is a 

characteristic time for the arterial smooth muscle cells to react. We choose the following non-
dimensionalisation 
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where 0r  is the arterial radius and 0CBF  is the value of the blood flow in the terminating arteriole at normal 

physiological conditions (known quantities). CBF is evaluated by recalculating the vascular resistance of the 
tree as outlined in section 3.1 below. With the above equations (2.1 and 2.2) become 
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2.2 Asymmetric binary tree model 

The tree branching algorithm used is that developed for the abdominal fractal vascular network of Olufsen et 
al [17] and is based on two variables: a power exponent k (describing the relationship between parent vessel 
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radius pr and daughter vessels radii 1dr  and 2dr , and an 

asymmetry ratio γ  (describing the relative ratio between two 

daughter vessels). For this particular study a binary tree emulates 
the vascular system stemming from a major artery, say the 
middle cerebral artery (MCA) for example. The values of k and 
γ  change depending on the location of the vessel in the tree-i.e. 

values are different for arteries, arterioles and capillaries.  The 
length and radius of a vessel are related by a length to radius ratio 

(denoted rrl  and chosen as 20 for this model). Here we take 

values of k and γ  as those given in [17]. Figure 1 shows a sketch 

of the basic network indicating an area of variable metabolic rate.  

           

.  

The model has the ability to emulate actual vascular networks by 
using the statistical data of Lauwers et al [20] (data of radii and length 
of all vessels in a small section of the cortex). The mean and the 
standard deviation from this data population is implemented into the 
code so that each arterial segment in the tree has a probability density 
function that emulates this physiological data. Additionally we are 
able to define trees in 3D by finding the coordinates of a daughter 
vessel when it is born. With volume minimizing considerations, 
Kamiya and Togawa [21] showed in their studies that the angles 

1,2θ  (see Figure 2) between a parent and its daughters are a 

function of their radius as shown in equation (2.5). 
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For each daughter, there are three unknowns (the coordinates of the upper extremity) so three equations are 
needed. By fixing the length and this angle there are two equations. The last equation says that the two 
daughters belong to the same plane (n is the normal of this plane) and the coordinates of n are drawn 
randomly with a uniform density. This randomization allows for “forcing" the arteries to grow in particular 
directions as used by Schreiner et al [22]. Hence we can write the following constraints  
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Unfortunately, this system is non-linear and hence solved with an iterative method. The Newton-Raphson 
method has been chosen in this case. 

Now ( ) 0=F d  is solved using a Newton-Raphson algorithm where 3 3: →F  is defined by  
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Figure 2: daughter artery angles and their 
corresponding plane. 

Figure 1: A local area of the tree 
with variation in the metabolic rate 
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Figure 3a) 313 segments (root = 50 mμ )                  3b) 13,987 segments (root = 200 mμ ) 

Figures 3a) and 3b) show examples of trees grown in 3D with varying sizes of root vessel (the terminating 
vessel size was always 10 mμ )  

2.3 Peripheral Resistance and pressure Distribution Evaluation 

To find each individual resistance of each segment in the tree the algorithm uses a Poiseuille flow assumption 
such that the resistance of an arterial segment is proportional to the inverse of the fourth power of the radius. 
The viscosity is calculated using the diameter dependent equations from Pries and Secomb [23]. In order to 
find the flow and pressure distribution throughout the tree a single pass up and down the tree is required. 
Starting at each terminal segment a total resistance is evaluated for the two daughters and the parent artery 
assuming that the terminal segments are connected via the venous bed (essentially daughters in parallel with 
the parent in series). This parallel/series calculation is then done at each bifurcation of the tree until there is a 
single value of resistance. The total flow into the arterial tree is known and hence the total pressure drop can 
be evaluated. Moving down the tree the pressure drop and flow rate at and through each arterial segment is 
calculated respectively. 

The trees used to produce the results in this paper consist of approximately 1,000,000 segments of which 
500,000 are terminal segments. The blood pressure at the inlet to the MCA (Pa) and the venous pressure (Pv) 
at the end of the tree are both inputs. 

2.4 Capillary Bed 

At each terminal segment the capillary bed consists of approximately 6,000 capillaries in parallel, each of 
which is modelled as an identical Krogh cylinder, and as analysed by Bloch [24] and Blum [25]. The number 
of capillaries is determined by the known perfused volume of brain tissue for that particular major efferent 
artery. Although both Bloch and Blum provided analytical solutions (for the steady-state condition) of 
oxygen consumption in a capillary the algorithm used in this simulation for evaluating the oxygen and carbon 
dioxide concentration within the cylinder is that given by McGuire and Secomb [26] details of which need 
not be given here. 

 
3 NUMERICAL METHODS 

The differential equations, (2.4) were solved using MATLAB's ode23s routine (based on a modified 
Rosenbrock formula of order 2. Despite the fact that transmural pressure and wall shear stress are coupled, 
they are treated as being independent for the purpose of simplicity of solution. Therefore, to calculate the 
response of an artery to wall shear stress and pressure, the pressure increment method described above is 
used assuming that wall shear stress is kept constant at each pressure step. 

Values of the non-dimensional radius once they have reached an asymptotic value are stored in a data set of 
radius, wall shear stress and pressure creating a "look-up table". In order to change each arterial radius in the 
entire tree a bilinear interpolation method is used such that with a given wall shear stress and pressure the 
new radius of each artery is found in conjunction with the cerebral arterial tree model. 

3.1 Solution of autoregulation model with the Asymmetric binary tree 

All initial flow rates, pressure drops, and radii of all tree segments are calculated at the creation of the arterial 
tree as described above and using a known value of the initial radius (in this case the middle cerebral artery 
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(1mm) and a systemic pressure of 75 mmHg. This pressure value is derived from the 3D computational 
model of [4] to take into account the pressure drop through the circle of Willis. The WSS value and the 
pressure are used with the "look-up table" to find the corresponding radius value for each segment. All 
pressures and flowrates are then recalculated throughout the arterial tree with these new radii values by 
traversing up and down the tree to evaluate new pressures and flow rates.  This process is then repeated until 
a simple convergence criterion on the total peripheral resistance is met. For each pressure value ranging from 
zero to 200 mmHg and for each pressure value in the tree the radii of segments, where these radii lie between  
10 and 100 mμ , are changed in an iterative manner (using the look-up table previously evaluated from 

equations (2.4) until a converged value of the total peripheral resistance is found. Segments of the tree with 
radii outside of the range given above are unchanged.  

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Autoregulation model 

Figure 4a) plots physiological perfusion pressure vs 
the total normalised flow rate in the tree. This flow 
rate is normalised to that known value 12.85 mL s−  

required to perfuse the volume of the brain supported 
by the middle cerebral artery at "normal" 
physiological conditions (systemic pressure of 100 
mmHg). Both equations for the tissue concentration of 
carbon dioxide and the arterial radius provide stable 
equilibria. If the carbon dioxide increases the sign of 
the rate of change changes (similarly for the radius) 
and thus always reverting t the steady state. 
Linearisation of these equations shows the eigen 
values to real and negative.  

4.1.1 Metabolic 
It has been experimentally shown by Lipowsky et al 
[27] that the large collection of small arterioles 
makes up the majority of the resistance of an arterial 
tree. It has been shown [16] that the current 
myogenic autoregulation model does not provide 
enough radial change in these smaller arterioles to 
facilitate the ideal autoregulation profile.  

As shown in Figure 1 we choose a small portion of 
cerebral tissue by choosing a branch of the vascular 
tree and increase/decrease the metabolic rate 
above/below that given by 

2 0.035CMRO =  by a factor 

ε . Figure 4b shows the variation in mean radius of 
the vessels in the specified branch as a function of 
ε . As ε  increases then the radius also increases to 
allow more blood and nutrients to flow to the local 
area of tissue. It is noted that the rest of the tree varies but at an insignificant level. Figures 5a) and 5 b) show 
the change in distribution of the radius for values of 1 and 1.5ε =  after a drop in perfusion pressure of 20 
mmHg. This drop in pressure induces the autoregulation mechanism to act. It is seen from Figures 5 a) and b) 
that even though the model does not include “upstream” effects and although the smaller vessels change the 
most the larger arterioles due have a substantial effect thus providing a reduction in the peripheral resistance 
of the tree. 

It is also interesting to note the bifurcation angles 1,2θ  that occur in the tree for various values of k and γ . 

Table I shows the values of γ  and k used in the three sections of the tree defined by the range of radii and 

their respective angles , including the total angle of bifurcation. In contrast to anatomical measurements the 
angles calculated here are higher than expected. However it has been shown by Avolio and others [28] that 
this does not necessarily affect the peripheral resistance significantly nor the dynamics (impedance).  

Figure 4 a) Normalised autoregulation curve 
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Figure 4 b) mean radius vs metabolic trate  
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Table I 

Radius range ( mμ  ) 250 r≤  50 250r≤ ≤  50r ≤  

γ  0.4 0.6 0.9 

k 2.5 2.76 2.9 

1θ  (degrees) 51.87865 59.50674 69.36147 

2θ  (degrees) 59.65198 48.25407 23.00454 

1 2θ θ+  (degrees) 111.5306 107.7608 92.36601 
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Figure 5a) distribution of radii for 1*CMRO2, ,              Figure 5b) distribution of radii for 1.5*CMRO2  

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

By developing a non-dimensional representation of the arterial wall model and the asymmetric binary tree 
algorithm of Olufsen et al [17] results are presented for an autoregulation algorithm of the cerebro-
vasculature downstream of the efferent arteries, in this case the middle cerebral artery. 

A relatively simple metabolic model has been developed under the assumption of close proximity between 
venules and the vascular tree at the arteriolar level (this close proximity is certainly true in the case of fish!). 
The model allows carbon dioxide to diffuse between arterioles and the venous bed causing either a relaxation 
or contraction of the nearby arteriolar bed. By comparing with a myogenic mechanism [16] (results not 
shown) it indicates that the metabolic mechanism seems to be the dominant mechanism for cerebral 
autoregulation due to the majority of vascular resistance occuring at the arteriolar level. In addition by 
specifying areas of varying metabolic rate the model can simulate the local autoregulation process.  

The authors believe this to be the first time a full arterial tree algorithm has been developed to show the 
autoregulation mechanism and especially that of local perfusion variations simulating functional hyperaemia. 
However it is thought that the time taken for carbon dioxide to diffuse into the tissue [29] is longer than the 
characteristic timescales measured for blood vessels to alter their radii in response to local brain activity. 
Further developments by the group here at Canterbury in this particular area of modeling the autoregulation 
mechanism in the brain are aimed at integrating a more complex metabolic model into the vascular tree 
framework. This metabolic model includes a number of cellular processes which affect the calcium inside 
both the smooth muscle cell and the endothelial cell. From a mathematical perspective this involves the 
inclusion of a significant number of ordinary differential equations, particularly in modeling the calcium 
concentration in an associated glial cell called an "astrocyte" and the inwardly rectifying potassium channels 
which present themselves on the membrane of the smooth muscle cell. The astrocyte can be considered as the 
"bridge" from synapse to the local blood supplying vessel [30]. One end of the glial cell is located in close 
proximity to the post-synaptic neuron whilst the other end is firmly fixed around the vessel wall. It is thought 
that calcium variations cause potassium channels to open and provide "surges" of potassium into the extra-
cellular space. The particular potassium channels on the blood vessel in response to these "surges" tend to 
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hyperpolarise the smooth muscle cell thereby dilating the vessel and allow more blood to flow to the brain 
tissue and experimental evidence tends to suggest that this is crucial in the local support of neuronal activity 
[31, 32]. We are therefore now able to model different cellular mechanisms in different parts of the 
vasculature, particularly utilising the myogenic model for the larger arteries and the more complex 
"astrocyte" model at the deeper levels of the vascular tree. This requires considerable compute power and as 
such we will utilise this model in conjunction with distributed memory computer architectures such as the 
IBM Blue Gene (http://www.bluefern.canterbury.ac.nz/): mapping each part of the vasculature on to each 
Blue Gene node and allowing the subset of o.d.e.s which represent different cellular processes to simulate the 
full tree as a whole "organ". 
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